
A (Remnant) Raising Analysis of English Comparatives 
 Two types of movement theories, Raising and Matching, have been proposed for English 
comparatives. Raising theories (i.e., Lechner 1999) base-generate one sortal in the correlate position (in 
the gap position of the comparative clause) that raises to the head position (in the matrix clause.) 
Matching theories (i.e., Kennedy 2002) base-generate two sortals, one in the correlate position, which 
moves to the CP of the comparative clause, and the other in the head position. 
 Kennedy (2002) argues that matching most readily provides a unified account of comparative 
deletion (CD) and comparative subdeletion (CSD) constructions as in (1) and (2). For Kennedy, the 
difference between CD and CSD is a matter of overt movement of the correlate (for CD) versus covert 
movement of the correlate (for CSD) to Spec of CP. One bit of Kennedy’s evidence for this is in (3) 
which shows that parasitic gaps are licensed only in CD indicating that CD and not CSD exhibits overt A-
bar movement. He also points out that VP ellipsis (VPE) bleeds parasitic gaps in CD constructions as in 
(4). Kennedy argues that this can be accounted for quite easily under a matching theory if movement of 
the correlate were to happen covertly when VPE was applied essentially causing the CD construction to 
behave like CSD. A raising theory, though, would have trouble since it must always involve movement of 
the correlate to the head position regardless of whether VPE has occurred or not. 
 In this paper I will first show that the overt/covert distinction between CD and CSD does not exist 
by providing the new data in (5). I propose that (3b) and (4b) violate a parallelism constraint. When 
parallelism is obeyed as in (5), parasitic gaps in CSD and CD with VPE are quite acceptable. I conclude 
from this that overt A-bar movement has occurred in CSD and CD with VPE (as well as regular CD.) 
 To account for this, I propose a new analysis of CSD as remnant movement (Müeller 1998). (6) is 
a representation of the CSD construction in (2) after remnant movement. The first sortal magazines is 
merged into the Spec of NumP headed by an abstract MANY that also contains the degree variable n. The 
sortal possesses an uninterpretable case feature, and the NumP possesses an uninterpretable wh-feature. I 
assume that NPs need case. While DPs can mediate case feature checking between an assigner and an NP, 
a NumP cannot. Therefore, the NP must move out of the NumP to check its case feature in a Spec-Head 
configuration with a case assigner. The derivation proceeds normally until the entire NP remnant moves 
into Spec of CP checking its wh-feature. The matrix clause is derived by first merging the comparative 
head which contains a [+COMP] feature (Lechner 1999) with the comparative clause. The second sortal, 
which carries an uninterpretable comparative feature, merges and checks this feature with the comparative 
head. More is then merged. The derivation proceeds to build the matrix clause. 
 The above derivation of CSD involves base-generating two separate sortals for the correlate and 
the head. CD constructions are derived by base-generating only one sortal that, in contrast to the CSD 
correlate, possesses both the uninterpretable case and comparative features. The derivation of the 
comparative clause is the same as with CSD, first moving the sortal out of the NumP to check case and 
then wh-moving the NumP to CP. But then the sortal moves one more time from its case assignment 
position to check the comparative feature in the Spec of the matrix NumP as in (7). 
 The parasitic gaps in the comparative clauses of (5) are accounted for since both CD and CSD 
involve overt A-bar movement inside the comparative clause. The matrix parasitic gap is licensed by  
parallelism with the comparative clause (this data is also new to the parasitic gap literature.) CD and CSD 
differ in whether or not the correlate stays in its case position or moves to the matrix. This difference 
predicts Kennedy’s (2002) data arguing for the overt/covert distinction. If the correlate moves one more 
time to the matrix clause as in CD, then we should get that-trace, P-stranding and contraction effects 
because there is a gap (8a, 9a, 10a). If it does not move as in CSD, then there is no gap and we bleed that-
trace and P-stranding effects as well as license contraction (8b, 9b, 10b). This analysis provides an answer 
to “Bresnan’s Problem” which asks why we get movement and deletion when the head and correlate 
match, but no movement or deletion when they don’t. (Bresnan 1973) The problem does not arise because 
CD is not derived from CSD. In CD, raising creates one chain for PF, resulting in only the top copy in the 
head position being pronounced. In CSD, there are two chains that must be pronounced.  We can, 
however, form CSD constructions in which the sortals are the same as in (11), which is a desired result. 
(Chomsky 1977, Kennedy 2002) 
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(1) CD:  John bought more books than Bill bought. 
(2) CSD:  John bought more books than Bill bought magazines. 
(3) a. I threw away more books than I kept without reading <pg>. 
 b. *I threw away more books than I kept magazines without reading <pg>. 
(4) a. I threw away more books than I kept without reading <pg>. 
 b. *I threw away more books than I did without reading <pg>. 
(5) a. I throw away more books without opening than I keep without reading. 
 b. I throw away more books without opening than I keep magazines without reading. 
 c. I threw away more books without opening than John did without reading. 
(6)  [DP more [NumP  [NP books]       Num   [CP [NumP [NP magazines] MANY n]j    C   [TP Bill buy  
                                             √[-COMP] √[+COMP]                                         √[-WH]      √[+WH] 
 
 [vP  buy [AgrP [NP magazines]i    buy   [VP buy [NumP [NP magazines]i MANY n]j]]]]] 
                                           √[-CASE]      √[+ACC] 
 
(7)  [DP more [NumP  [NP books]      Num    [CP [NumP [NP books] MANY n]j    C   [TP Bill buy  
                                            √[-COMP] √[+COMP]                                  √[-WH]      √[+WH] 
 
 [vP  buy [AgrP [NP books]i     buy   [VP buy [NumP [NP books]i MANY n]j]]]]] 
                                       √[-CASE]  √[+ACC] 
                                         [-COMP] 
(8) That-trace effect (sentences from Kennedy 2002) 
 a. More [books]i were published than editors said (*that) [books]i would be 
  [NumP [books]i MANY n] published. 
 b. More [books] were published than editors said (that) [articles]i would be 
  [NumP [books]i MANY n] published. 
(9) P-stranding in Czech (sentences from Kennedy 2002) 
 a. *Bydell   jsem ve  vice    [mestech]i nez   ty    jsi   bydell  
      lived   have  in  more   cities         than you have lived 
  [pP v [AgrPP[mestech]i  [PP [NumP [mestech]i MANY n]]. 
      in. 
  ‘I have lived in more cities than you have lived in.’ 
 b. Chci bydellt ve vice [americkych mestech] nez  jsem bydell   
  want lived    in more American    cities       than have lived 
  [pP v [AgrPP[europskych mestech]i  [PP [NumP [europskych mestech]i MANY n]]. 
      in             European    cities. 
  ‘I want to have lived in more American cities than you have lived in European cities.’ 
(10) Contraction (sentences from Kennedy 2002) 
 a. I thought there was more [meat]i than there is/*’s [meat]i [NumP [meat]i MANY n] 
 b. There is more meat than there’s [rice]i [NumP [rice]i MANY n] 
(11) A: Did John buy the magazines that Bill bought? 
 B: #Not only did John buy the magazines that Bill bought, but he bought the books that  
      Bill bought BOOKS! 
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